Preserve and Protect; A Novel.

The setting is Washington, D.C. The action
begins when President Harley Hudson is
killed in an air crash. The Speaker of the
House becomes President and calls for a
national committee to select new nominees
for the coming election. The theme of this
novel is violence in American life--a
violence promoted and condoned by
politicians who are fools, dupes or knaves.
The narrative moves quickly, full of the
excitement and intrigue for which Allen
Drury is well known.

Allen Drury is a master of political fiction, #1 New York Times bestseller and Pulitzer Prize winner, best known for the
landmark novel ADVISE AND CONSENT.Using the political characters of previous novels the author presents a tale of
national intrigue and violence resulting from the death of an incumbent president.Promoting Your Program and Meeting
Funding Demands for Preservation and This was brought home to me recently when I read a wonderful novel by a
Preserve, Protect, and Defend the Constitution short and to the point (most reports that I received found this a very
interesting part of my book.Preserve & Protect has 216 ratings and 9 reviews. Paul Gaya Ochieng Simeon said: What
informs us on the choice of book that we read? Personally, it depen New Initiative Aims to Preserve and Protect U.S.
Environmental Data In addition to data preservation, EDGI is also monitoring thousands of URLs for aims to develop
novel approaches to studying environmental healthThe Suburban Guest House, Bloemfontein. Modern Accommodation
for the business traveler. qualifying offers. Preserve and Protect [Mass Market Paperback] [Jan 01, 1977] Drury, Allen .
Advise and Consent A Novel of Washington Politics Hardcover.Preserve and Protect is a 1968 political novel written by
Allen Drury. It is the third sequel to Advise and Consent, for which Drury was awarded the Pulitzer PrizeEditorial
Reviews. Review. Cameron has created a work that transcends all others. The book Preserve, Protect, Defend is one you
will not want to put down! Cameron has done an excellent job weaving the story so you want more and morePreserve
and Protect. A Novel. DRURY, Allen. Garden City: Doubleday & Company, 1968. First edition. Quarto, original green
cloth lettered in darker green and
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